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a b s t r a c t 

Tungsten is considered to be used in the future fusion reactors as plasma-facing material. In such ex- 

treme environments, defects are induced in materials that modify their macroscopic properties such as 

the mechanical ones. It is of paramount importance to be able to determine concentration and size of 

the vacancy defects, from the mono vacancy to the large cavities, to validate the models developed 

to predict the evolution of the microstructure of irradiated materials. Positrons are very useful non- 

destructive probes that can characterize vacancy-type defects in materials. We present a combined ex- 

perimental and theoretical study on detecting and estimating the sizes of vacancy clusters that are invis- 

ible with electron microscopy in tungsten, using positron annihilation spectroscopy. We here model the 

positron annihilation in the tungsten lattice and in vacancy-type defects using state-of-the-art first prin- 

ciples methodology. The Doppler broadening spectra and positron lifetimes in tungsten are calculated 

with two-component density functional theory with local density approximation and weighted density 

approximation. Our calculations are in excellent agreement with our experimental results. We show that 

the sizes of vacancy clusters in tungsten can be well estimated by combining both positron lifetimes and 

Doppler broadening spectra. We also determine the limit of validity of the canonical calculation method, 

which here is shown to fail when the vacancy clusters grow beyond their nucleation stage. This work 

is a first step needed to better interpret the measured positron annihilation characteristics (Doppler and 

lifetime) in tungsten and then extract quantitative data on small vacancy defects required to improve the 

understanding of early-stage vacancy defect evolution in tungsten. The method used in this paper could 

be used to study other metallic materials. 

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Tungsten is considered as one of the most promising candidates 

or plasma-facing materials because of its extraordinary properties, 

ncluding high melting point, low sputtering yield and excellent 

adiation resistance [1] . In fusion reactors, tungsten will be ex- 

osed to extremely intense neutron irradiation which will cause 

ignificant level of radiation damage in terms of isolated Frenkel 

airs (vacancies and self-interstitials), self-interstitial and vacancy 

lusters, as well as defect-solute complexes [ 1 , 2 ]. Vacancy clusters 
∗ Corresponding authors. 

E-mail addresses: marie-france.barthe@cnrs-orleans.fr (M.-F. Barthe), 

olsson@kth.se (P. Olsson) . 
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or voids) in tungsten have been extensively studied both experi- 

entally and theoretically [3–6] . For large vacancy clusters (voids), 

ransmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful technique 

hat can be used to observe and identify their formation and evolu- 

ion mechanisms. However, the resolution of TEM is limited (usu- 

lly to ∼1 nm), which means that small vacancy clusters cannot be 

irectly observed by TEM. The evolution of small vacancy clusters 

s also important to have a complete understanding of defect evo- 

ution in tungsten and quantitative data (size, concentrations) are 

f most importance to validate the models which are developed to 

redict the microstructure evolution under irradiation. Positron an- 

ihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is broadly used to study these TEM- 

nvisible defects [7] . 

Numerous experimental studies with PAS have been performed 

o study vacancy clusters in tungsten [ 3 , 8–10 ]. In these stud- 
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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es, both positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) and 

oppler broadening spectroscopy (DBS) were utilized to investi- 

ate the vacancy defects induced by irradiation and their evolu- 

ion. Most of them focused on thick samples damaged by irradi- 

tion with high energy electrons, neutrons or light ions for which 

he PALS measurements can be carried out with fast positrons pen- 

trating deep in matter (a few 100 μm depending on the density). 

owever, irradiation with heavy ions at medium or low energy 

from ∼100 keV to tens of MeV, depending on their mass) allows to 

imic the damage induced by recoils atoms produced by neutron 

ollisions. Such irradiation conditions create damage close to the 

urface (first 100 nm- a few μm) requiring to use of slow positrons 

ccelerator which are very often coupled to DBS [11] due its easier 

mplementation compare to PALS which requires a pulsed positron 

eam [ 12 , 13 ]. However, there is a lack of coupling with theoreti-

al calculations and defect modeling. While there are many stud- 

es which calculated positron lifetimes of tungsten vacancies [14–

6] and Doppler spectra of tungsten lattice [ 17 , 18 ], there is no sys-

ematical calculation of the Doppler spectra of tungsten vacancy 

lusters. 

First-principles calculations with two-component density func- 

ional theory (TCDFT) are widely used to interpret PAS results, in- 

luding both local chemical environments and defect sizes [ 7 , 19–

1 ]. For perfect lattice and small defects (like single vacancies and 

acancy-impurity complexes), it has been shown that this theory 

n the framework of the local density approximation (LDA) for the 

lectron-positron correlation energy and enhancement factor usu- 

lly yields reasonably accurate results [ 7 , 19 , 22 , 23 ]. Nevertheless, as

e will demonstrate in this work, LDA has some problems to cor- 

ectly calculate the Doppler spectra of larger vacancy clusters since 

t fails to correctly describe the correlation potential and enhance- 

ent factor in vacuum. Therefore, it is challenging to use LDA to 

tudy strongly inhomogeneous systems involving non-local correla- 

ions, such as surfaces and relatively large vacancy clusters [24] . Al- 

hough this issue of LDA does not affect the calculation of positron 

ifetimes of vacancy clusters, the computational Doppler spectra 

ill be problematic, as we will see here in Section 3.2 . This re-

uires us to use a more proper model for inhomogeneous systems. 

The weighted-density approximation (WDA) is a non-local 

odel which reasonably accurately describes the effects of the 

creening cloud at the surface when the positron is in the vacuum 

25–27] . Recently, Callewaert et al. [24] developed an implementa- 

ion based on the Rubaszek WDA [27] . In Ref. [24] , a thorough test

n positron lifetimes of bulk materials with WDA was made, which 

uccessfully reproduced experimental positron lifetimes of differ- 

nt materials provided that a materials-specific sum rule involving 

ne free parameter was used. There are also a few recent works 

 28 , 29 ] which show that WDA yields reliable results for surfaces. 

owever, while large vacancy clusters are also inhomogeneous sys- 

ems, no study by using WDA has yet been reported. Moreover, 

one of the aforementioned WDA studies calculated Doppler spec- 

ra of materials. Positron lifetimes are generally not sufficient to 

nvestigate all properties of defects in materials. For a more com- 

lete understanding, lifetime calculations should be combined with 

he Doppler spectra calculations. Therefore, a systematic study of 

he calculation of Doppler spectra with WDA is highly relevant to 

stimate the vacancy cluster sizes in tungsten. 

In this paper, we present a systematic experimental and theo- 

etical study of vacancy defects in tungsten. For the experimental 

art, the annihilation characteristics of lattice, single vacancy and 

he largest detectable vacancy cluster (V N cluster) are determined 

y DBS [10] . The detailed experimental results are included in the 

ppendix. For the theoretical part, we calculate positron lifetimes 

nd Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters in tungsten using both LDA 

nd WDA. The experimental and theoretical results are compared 

nd discussed. We show that the sizes of vacancy clusters can be 
2 
stimated with theoretical calculations by combining both positron 

ifetimes and Doppler spectra. This study is expected to improve 

he understanding of vacancy cluster evolution in tungsten. It is 

lso expected to inspire more theoretical works on inhomogeneous 

ystems with non-local correlations by using TCDFT. 

. Methods 

.1. Computational methods 

In this work, the first-principles calculations were performed 

y using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [30] with 

he projector augmented wave (PAW) method [31] . The gener- 

lized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

xchange-correlation functional [32] was used for the electron ex- 

hange and correlation energy. The 6 ×6 ×6 bcc supercells con- 

aining 432 lattice sites were used for all calculations. For vacancy 

luster structures, instead of using conventional spherical struc- 

ures, we followed the work of Hou et al. [33] to generate the 

ost stable cluster structures with the minimum formation energy. 

he plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 230 eV; and a 2 ×2 ×2 

-centered k -point mesh was used for all calculations. We chose 

he PAW potential which treats the 5p 6 5d 4 6s 2 electrons as va- 

ence states. All supercells containing vacancies were fully relaxed 

ncluding a self-consistent relaxation taking into account the re- 

ulsive forces on the ions due to the localized positron [22] . The 

ositron-induced forces are always calculated with the Boro ́nski- 

ieminen LDA [19] . For small vacancy clusters, the LDA relaxation 

an be expected to be accurate [34] . For large vacancy clusters, the 

ffect of a positron on the local structure can essentially be ig- 

ored. The convergence criterion for electronic loop was 10 −5 eV. 

he force tolerance for ionic relaxation was 0.01 eV/ ̊A. 

After calculating the electron densities, the positron densities 

nd lifetimes were calculated using two different electron-positron 

orrelation potentials, the Boro ́nski-Nieminen LDA [19] and the 

ubaszek WDA [27] with Drummond enhancement [35] developed 

y Callewaert et al. [24] . We here call them LDA and WDA for sim-

lification. In both approximations, the positron was approximated 

o not affect the average electron density, and the zero-positron- 

ensity limit was used [19] . Although the zero-density-limit re- 

ults in the non-self-consistent treatment of positron densities, it 

as been shown in Ref. [34] that the non-self-consistent calcula- 

ion yields very similar results with the fully self-consistent calcu- 

ations for small vacancy defects. For LDA, the positron lifetime τ
s calculated as the inverse of the annihilation rate λ as 

= 

1 

τ
= π r 2 e c 

∫ 
dr n e ( r ) n p ( r ) γ ( n e ( r ) ) , (1) 

here r e is the classical electron radius, c is the light speed, n e (r ) 

s the electron density, n p (r ) is the positron density and γ ( n e ( r ) )

s the LDA enhancement factor [19] . For WDA, the positron life- 

imes are calculated in a modified way, in which the so-called shell 

artitioning method [ 24 , 36 , 37 ] is included as 

= 

1 

τ
= π r 2 e c 

∫ 
dr n e ( r ) n p ( r ) γ ( ̃  n e ( r ) ) , (2) 

here the enhancement factor is evaluated with the effective elec- 

ron density ˜ n e (r ) . According to the shell partitioning method de- 

cribed in Ref. [24] , ˜ n e (r ) is written as 

˜  e ( r ) = n ∗e, v alence ( r ) + n e,core ( r ) , (3) 

here n ∗
e, v alence (r ) is the effective valence electron density treated 

y WDA and n e,core (r ) is the core electron density treated by LDA 

24] . 

Based on the calculated positron densities, the Doppler spec- 

ra were computed with the state-dependent scheme [38] and 
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AW method [22] . The momentum density ρ(p ) of the annihilat- 

ng electron-positron pairs are expressed as [ 7 , 22 ] 

( p ) = π r 2 e c 
∑ 

j 

γ j 

∣∣∣
∫ 

dr e −i p ·r ψ p ( r ) ψ j ( r ) 

∣∣∣2 , (4) 

here ψ p (r ) is the wave function of positron, ψ j (r ) is the wave-

unction of electron on orbital j. For LDA, γ j = λLDA 
j 

/λIPM 

j 
, where 

LDA 
j = π r 2 e c 

∫ 
dr n j ( r ) n p ( r ) γ ( n e ( r ) ) , (5) 

nd λIPM 

j 
is the annihilation rate calculated in the same way by 

ndependent-particle model (IPM), in which γ ≡ 1 . For WDA, γ j = 

WDA 
j 

/λIPM 

j 
, where 

WDA 
j = π r 2 e c 

∫ 
dr n j ( r ) n p ( r ) γ ( ̃  n e ( r ) ) . (6) 

t is noteworthy that the shell partitioning method is also used 

ere. The effective electron density ˜ n e (r ) is used to evaluate the 

nhancement factor. 

All computed Doppler spectra were convoluted with a Gaussian 

unction with a FWHM corresponding to the experimental resolu- 

ion (4.89 ×10 −3 m 0 c) as detailed in Section 2.2 . 

We have checked that the positron lifetimes and momentum 

istributions in lattice and single vacancy are similar with the re- 

ults which were calculated in 4 ×4 ×4 supercells with 520 eV 

nergy cutoff and 4 ×4 ×4 �-centered k -point mesh. Hence, we 

onclude that the 230 eV cutoff energy is a reasonable choice 

o calculate positron lifetimes and momentum distributions in 

ungsten. 

.2. Experimental methods 

The materials used in this work are high purity (99.95 wt.%) 

olycrystalline tungsten slabs (7 ×7 ×0.15 mm 
3 ). They were pur- 

hased from Goodfellow or supplied by EFDA. The samples were 

echanically polished and annealed at least at 1600 °C during 1 h 
nder vacuum ( < 10 −7 mbar) to remove possible native and pol- 

shing induced defects. The prepared samples were characterized 

sing PAS with different set-ups: A Doppler broadening spectrom- 

ter (DBS) and two types of positron annihilation lifetime spec- 

rometers (PALS). At CEMHTI a Doppler Broadening Spectrometer 

oupled to a slow positron accelerator was used to characterize 

he sample close to the surface [11] . The positrons are naturally 

mitted from a 22 Na source, moderated by a tungsten foil and re- 

ccelerated, guided by an electric and magnetic field, respectively. 

his instrument provides a variable monoenergetic positron beam, 

anging from 0.5 to 25 keV, which is capable to probe as far as 

00 nm in tungsten. The implanted positrons loose essentially all of 

heir kinetic energy up to thermalization, then diffuse before anni- 

ilating with an electron of the matrix. The annihilated e + - e − pairs 

mit mostly two γ -rays with an energy of 511 ± 	E keV. 	E is the 

nergy shift of one of the emitted photons which is proportional to 

he kinetic momentum of the e + - e − pairs in the propagating di- 

ection of the 511 keV photon, at the origin of Doppler broadening 

DB) of the annihilation line centered at 511 keV. The DB spectrum 

s the distribution of the photon counts as a function of the kinetic 

omentum of the annihilated e + - e − pairs. The annihilation of e + - 
 
− pairs is affected by the local electronic density. In DBS cou- 

led with a slow positron beam, the DB spectrum is recorded as 

 function of positron energy E using a high purity germanium de- 

ector with about 10% dead time and ∼1.25 keV energy resolution 

full width at half maximum, FWHM). This energy resolution cor- 

esponds to a momentum resolution of 4.89 ×10 −3 m 0 c (m 0 : elec- 

ron mass, c: light speed). The detection efficiency of the γ -rays is 

igher than 25% at 1.33 MeV. As a positive charge, the positron is 
3

ore favorable to be trapped at sites where the Coulomb repulsion 

f positive nuclei is smaller, such as vacancy-type defects. Once the 

ositron is trapped, it annihilates with a surrounding electron in 

he vicinity of this localized trap. It is evident that the positron an- 

ihilation characteristics differ from one defect to another, there- 

ore, PAS is a sensitive technique to the concentration and nature 

f the defects. In general, we identify the different annihilation 

haracteristics as the shape parameter (S) and the wing parame- 

er (W) , which correspond respectively to the ratio of the counts 

t low momentum and high momentum over the total count of 

he region of interest. It should be noted that these two parame- 

ers give only a relative comparison. In this work, the momentum 

anges for the calculation of S and W were 0 - |2.64| ×10 −3 m 0 c

nd (|9.80| - |24.88|) ×10 −3 m 0 c, respectively. 

The experimental DBS results (the S and W values as a func- 

ion of the positron incident energy, S(E) and W(E) curves) can be 

tted by the program VEPFIT [ 39 , 40 ], with which the sample is

ecomposed into several layers. Each layer is assumed to be ho- 

ogenous presenting the specific annihilation characteristics e.g. 

, W and the effective diffusion length L + 
e f f 

and a thickness. These 

haracteristics allow to recognize the defect distribution in the 

ample. 

It should be noticed that up to 8 samples can be mounted 

n the sample holder and characterized in the same measure- 

ent campaign. Among them a UO 2 reference sample is used to 

heck the proper operation of both the positron accelerator and 

he DB spectrometer. To compare the S and W results from one 

ampaign to another, the S and W values are usually normalized 

o the ones of the UO 2 reference sample, and the normalized val- 

es of S and W are usually reported in our publications. In this 

aper, because the main objective is to compare the experimental 

ata with the theoretical results, we checked that the S and W re- 

ults for UO 2 reference are the same for all the measurements pre- 

ented here and we reported the raw (not-normalized) values of S 

nd W . 

Positron lifetime was measured in thick pristine samples using 

 classical fast coincidence spectrometer and fast positrons directly 

mitted from a 22 Na source encapsulated in 6 μm aluminum foil. 

he source is sandwiched by two equivalent samples. The event 

ount of the birth and the annihilation photons was collected by 

wo detectors in coincidence. The time resolution of the spec- 

rometer (full width at half maximum, FWHM) is about 212 ps. 

he ANAPC program was employed to fit the lifetime spectra with 

hree source corrections in which the fixed first one is 230 ps with 

n intensity of about 23.59% which was calculated by using Berto- 

accini formula [41] , and two adjustable ones at 450 ps and 1500 ps 

ith intensities of ∼1.3 ±0.3% and ∼0.35 ±0.05% respectively. To 

btain more information on the ion-induced vacancy-type defects 

n the slow positron sensible region (0–700 nm), the positron life- 

ime was measured with a Pulsed Low Energy Positron Beam Sys- 

em (PLEPS) implemented at the NEutron-induced POsitron source 

t MUniCh (NEPOMUC) [ 12 , 13 ]. The time resolution (FWHM) was 

80 ps with a count rate around 10 −4 cts. s − 1 . The spectra were

tted by the POSFIT program [42] . 

In the two fitting programs ANAPC and POSFIT, the lifetime 

pectrum N(t) is considered as a convolution of the sum of expo- 

ential lifetime components τi weighted to their respective inten- 

ities I i and the resolution of the measurement system R (t) [43] af- 

er substracting the background noise (BG) of measurement. 

 ( t ) = R ( t ) �
∑ I i 

τi 

e 
− t 

τi + BG , (7) 

he average lifetime can be calculated as τa v = 

∑ I 
i τi . Each spec- 

rum contains a total count superior to 2 ×10 6 events of two types 

f measurement in order to ensure an accurate statistic. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of positron lifetimes between LDA, WDA with Q = 1.6 and sim- 

ulation results of Troev et al. [16] . 
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The detailed experimental results are discussed in the Ap- 

endix. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Positron lifetimes in vacancy clusters 

The calculated lattice constant of tungsten is 3.182 Å, which 

s in good agreement with the experimental value, 3.16 Å [44] . 

he positron lifetimes obtained with LDA and WDA are listed in 

able 1 . Our LDA results show good agreement with the experi- 

ental results and reference calculations. However, the situation 

s more complicated for WDA. This is mainly due to the screen- 

ng charge Q, a material-dependent phenomenological parameter, 

hich plays an important role in correctly reproducing experimen- 

al positron lifetimes [ 24 , 29 ]. According to Callewaert et al. [24] , Q

s the scaling parameter of electron densities in WDA. The den- 

ities of valence electrons are scaled via the adjustment of the Q 

alue. Setting Q = 1 means no scaling is applied and this is con- 

istent with the original WDA construction for surface states [27] . 

ncreasing Q means decreasing the effective electron density, lead- 

ng to the accumulation of more charge in the screening cloud. 

his would result in an increase of the annihilation rate and a de- 

rease of positron lifetimes. Our calculations give results which are 

onsistent with such an explanation. According to Ref. [24] , dif- 

erent Q values should be used on different materials to obtain 

orrect positron lifetimes. Q = 1.33 was recommended for tungsten 

24] . This is, however, only true in tungsten lattice and not neces- 

arily appropriate for vacancies and vacancy clusters, as we show 

ere. In this work, the calculated positron lifetime of the tung- 

ten lattice is 107 ps when Q = 1.33. This result is in good agree-

ent with theoretical and experimental results. However, for the 

ingle vacancy, the calculated positron lifetime is 216 ps, which is 

ignificantly higher than the reference values (190–200 ps, theoret- 

cal and experimental values). This means that the recommended 

eference value, Q = 1.33, is not fully proper to apply for calcu- 

ations of positron lifetimes in defects. To find the most proper 

 value, we compared positron lifetimes obtained with different 

 values. When Q = 1, positron lifetimes are significantly overesti- 

ated; when Q = 1.33, WDA predicts the correct lifetime of tung- 

ten lattice but an overestimated lifetime of the single vacancy. 

e finally found that Q = 1.6 is a suitable value to get reasonable

ositron lifetimes. Compared with LDA results, Q = 1.6 WDA yields 

imilar positron lifetimes for both tungsten lattice and the sin- 
able 1 

omparison of lifetimes given in ps between literature, LDA, WDA with Q values. Q = 1.33

LDA WDA, Q = 1.6 WDA, Q = 1.33 

Lattice 101, 101 a , 108 b 101 107, ∼105 c 

Single vacancy 195, 193 a , 200 b 193 216 

V 2 214, 226 a , 230 b 218 

V 3 233, 237 b 240 

V 4 261, 258 b 271 

V 9 323, 330 b 346 

V 15 374 394 

V 27 402 424 

V 51 422 446 

a Reference [14] . 
b Reference [16] . 
c Reference [24] . 
d Reference [45] . 
e Reference [46] . 
f Reference [47] . 
g Reference [48] . 
h Reference [49] . 
i Reference [9] . 
∗ In many experiments, the estimated cluster sizes were based on the LDA theoretic

0 0–50 0 ps, which is well-determined. 

4 
le vacancy; and the lifetime saturates at large clusters limit with 

he value of ∼450 ps. In Table 1 , positron lifetimes with Q = 1.6

hows an overall excellent agreement with both experimental and 

DA values. Therefore, we conclude that, when using WDA, Q = 1.6 

hould be used to correctly calculate positron lifetimes in tungsten. 

In Fig. 1 , we also compared our calculated positron lifetimes 

ith the theoretical work from Troev et al. [16] in which the 

ositron lifetimes were calculated with the LDA correlation poten- 

ial and enhancement factor. For WDA, there is a slight fluctua- 

ion of lifetimes when there are more than 40 vacancies in a clus- 

er. Such fluctuation is not observed in LDA results or in Ref. [16] .

ince this fluctuation does not affect the overall trend, we sug- 

est that it is insignificant. While different com putational methods 

ield different positron lifetimes, their overall trends are the same. 

irstly, the vacancy lifetimes increase rapidly with the increasing 

ize of vacancy clusters; then, the vacancy lifetimes saturate be- 

ween ∼400–450 ps for big vacancy clusters. In both Table 1 and 

ig. 1 , our calculations, using both LDA and WDA, exhibit excellent 

greement with both experimental and theoretical references. Be- 

ause both LDA and WDA yield similar positron lifetimes, it seems 

hat they both can correctly describe the positron-electron corre- 

ation potential in vacancy clusters. However, the computational 
 is the recommended value from Ref. [24] . 

WDA, Q = 1 Experiment 

117 Lattice 104 (this work), 102 d , 105 e 

250 Single vacancy 180 f , 200 g 

284 

319 

376 

534 

689 

814 

951 Cavity ∗ 375–424 h , 500 i 

al calculations in Ref. [16] . But the saturated positron lifetime is usually around 
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Fig. 2. Experimental and computed Doppler spectra for single vacancies in tung- 

sten. The methodology used to obtain the experimental data of single vacancy is 

explained in the Appendix. The computational curves are convoluted with a Gaus- 

sian function with a FWHM of 4.89 ×10 −3 m 0 c. 
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oppler spectra obtained with the two methods are quite different. 

e will discuss the Doppler spectra obtained with both methods 

n the following section. 

.2. Doppler spectra in vacancy clusters 

Positron lifetimes alone are generally not enough to fully deter- 

ine what type of defects we can find in materials. The lifetimes 

re quite strongly affected by the available open volume but not so 

ensitive to the chemistry of the atoms in the vicinity of the open 

olume. Therefore, we also calculated Doppler broadening spectra 

f vacancy clusters using LDA and WDA and we here discuss their 

ifferences. For WDA, we computed Doppler spectra using Q = 1 

nd 1.6. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the Doppler spectra for a single vacancy ob- 

ained from experiment [48] , and calculated using LDA and WDA. 

hey are displayed as ratio curves where the Doppler spectra of 

efects are divided by the spectra of the tungsten lattice. The ex- 

erimental data are determined as explained in Appendix. All the- 

retical curves show similar shape with the experimental result. 

oth LDA and WDA results have two peaks centered at 0 and 

15 ×10 −3 m 0 c. Compared with WDA, LDA shows in general bet- 

er agreement with the experimental result in the full momentum 

ange. For WDA, the agreement with the experimental curve is 

lso good at low momentum ( < 10 ×10 −3 m 0 c), but WDA tends

o overestimate somewhat the intensity at high momentum ( > 

0 ×10 −3 m 0 c) both for the individual vacancy/lattice spectra (not 

hown) and their ratio, particularly with Q = 1.6. The difference be- 

ween LDA and WDA is expected. LDA has been widely applied in 

umerous studies [7] and it has been shown that it generally yields 

easonably accurate results for many materials. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the computed ratio curves of vacancy clus- 

ers using LDA. The experimental V 1 and V N curves are also in- 

luded (V N corresponds to largest detectable vacancy cluster, see 

etails in Appendix). In Fig. 3 a, from V 1 to V 15 , the intensities

n the low momentum part increase and the high momentum 

art ( ∼15 ×10 −3 m 0 c) decrease with growing cluster size (illus- 

rated with low momentum (LM) and high momentum (HM) ar- 

ows). This trend is the same as that found in experiments. More- 

ver, the theoretical V 15 curve is also in good agreement with the 

xperimental V N curve. Nevertheless, a peculiar behavior is de- 

icted in the ratio curves for larger vacancy clusters. In Fig. 3 b 
5 
or clusters from V 20 to V 65 , in contradiction with the experimen- 

al observation, the LDA predictions fail to satisfactorily capture 

he experimental evolution with respect to cluster size. The ear- 

ier growth trend is reversed and intensities in the low momentum 

art decrease while the high momentum part increases with grow- 

ng cluster size (also illustrated with LM and HM arrows). This is 

learly unreasonable and we must conclude that LDA is not able to 

eliably predict the Doppler broadening spectra for large vacancy 

lusters in tungsten. 

The reason for the unusual behavior of the calculated mo- 

entum distribution of vacancy clusters is that LDA fails to 

orrectly describe the electron-positron correlation potential and 

nhancement factor in large vacancy clusters, which are strongly 

nhomogeneous systems and involve non-local electron-positron 

orrelations similarly to the case of positron-surface interactions. 

n Doppler broadening spectroscopy, valence electrons mainly 

ontribute to the S parameter (low momentum range), while core 

lectrons mainly contribute to the W parameter (high momentum 

ange) [7] . For LDA, this is true for annihilation of positrons in the 

attice state and trapped at small defects. However, for positron 

nnihilation in large vacancy clusters, the weight of the valence 

lectrons is strongly overestimated by LDA, as is clearly shown 

n Fig. 4 . For tungsten lattice, valence electrons dominate at low 

omentum and core electrons dominate at high momentum. The 

aps between core electron spectra and total spectra are quite 

arrow at high momentum. Nonetheless, for large vacancy cluster 

ike V 65 , LDA gives unreasonable results. For V 65 , the gap between 

ore and total spectrum is so wide that the valence electrons 

lways dominate at all momentum ranges. Such unreasonably high 

ontribution of valence electrons makes the Doppler spectra of 

arge vacancy clusters physically unrealistic. Therefore, while LDA 

ields correct positron lifetimes and gives correct Doppler spectra 

or annihilation in the lattice and small defects, it is problematic 

o calculate the Doppler spectra for large vacancy clusters, at least 

or tungsten. 

Compared with LDA, the advantage of WDA is that, for 

ositrons in the vacuum, it could correctly capture the effects 

f the screening cloud at the surface [24] . Large vacancy clus- 

ers also have large vacuum regions and inner surfaces. Hence, 

e used WDA to calculate Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters in 

ungsten. Two different screening charge values, Q = 1 and 1.6, are 

tilized. 

The ratio curves of vacancy clusters obtained with WDA are il- 

ustrated in Fig. 5 together with the experimental curves. Although 

oth Q values show good agreement with experimental results 

or the single vacancy, they exhibit totally different behaviors for 

acancy clusters. While Q = 1.6 is a reasonable value to calculate 

ositron lifetimes, it is an unreasonable choice to calculate Doppler 

pectra of vacancy clusters. There are two main problems with 

 = 1.6. The first one is that the spectra saturate at very small clus-

er sizes. In Fig. 5 b, the ratio curves of V 6 and V 65 almost overlap

ith each other, implying full saturation already at V 6 . Such satu- 

ation size is too small and unrealistic. The second problem is that 

he calculated ratio curves of vacancy clusters do not agree well 

ith experimental results at any momentum range. For the single 

acancy, there is a fair agreement between experimental and theo- 

etical curves at low momentum. However, for big vacancy clusters, 

ompared with the experimental curve, Q = 1.6 severely underesti- 

ates the intensity at low momentum and overestimates the in- 

ensity at high momentum. Therefore, Q = 1.6 should not be used 

o calculate Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters in tungsten, even 

hough it was the most appropriate choice for WDA lifetime calcu- 

ations. 

Unlike the case of Q = 1.6, using Q = 1 yields too long and un-

ealistic positron lifetimes. It is, however, a much better choice 

o calculate Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters. In Fig. 5 a, the 
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Fig. 3. Experimental and computed LDA Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters in tungsten. Ratio curves from V 1 to V 65 are divided into two figures for clear presentation. The 

arrows in the figures show the evolution of the low momentum (LM) and high momentum (HM) parts with the growth of the clusters. The methodology used to obtain the 

experimental data of V 1 and V N is explained in the Appendix. The computational curves are convoluted with a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 4.89 ×10 −3 m 0 c. a) The 

ratio curves from V 1 to V 15 . b) The ratio curves from V 20 to V 65 . 

Fig. 4. LDA prediction of the individual contribution of the different electron shells involved in the positron annihilation. The results of tungsten lattice and V 65 are shown. 

This was calculated by the atomic superposition method [50] . The core electron shells are explicitly shown. The 5p, 5d and 6 s electrons are viewed as valence electrons. The 

other electrons are considered core electrons. For core electrons, only 4d, 4f and 5 s electrons are presented because the contributions of other electrons are negligible. 
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ifference between ratio curves of V 15 and V 65 is small, which 

eans that the calculated Doppler spectra saturate when there are 

ore than 15 vacancies. This is a reasonable saturation cluster size. 

eanwhile, although Q = 1 always overestimates the intensities at 

igh momentum, the calculated ratio curves of the single vacancy 

nd vacancy clusters still show fair agreement with experimental 

esults in the low momentum range. Hence, Fig. 5 indicates that 

DA with Q = 1, the default value in the original WDA model [27] ,

s a suitable option to calculate Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters 

n tungsten. It is noteworthy that we also performed tests to cal- 

ulate the momentum distribution by using the WDA correlation 

otential combined with the LDA enhancement (not shown). Simi- 

ar behavior as in LDA also appeared in the curves. Therefore, it is 

mportant to always use the WDA enhancement. 

Based on WDA Doppler spectra with Q = 1, we calculated S and 

 parameters of vacancy clusters in tungsten. The results are pre- 

ented in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 a, the S and W parameters are presented

s relative parameters divided by tungsten lattice values. It shows a 

lear trend that S parameter increases, and W parameter decreases 

ith the vacancy cluster size until 15 vacancies. For clusters with 
6 
ore than 15 vacancies, the cluster sizes do not have significant 

ffect on S and W parameters. The ( S, W ) points of V 15 and V 65 are

ather close to each other. All vacancy clusters points are roughly 

ocated on the dashed black line D N . Fig. 6 b presents the experi- 

ental ( S, W ) points of tungsten lattice, single vacancy and the va- 

ancy cluster V N with ( S max , W min ), where the S and W parameters

re listed in Table 2 in Appendix. The theoretical results in Fig. 6 a

learly show the same trend as the experimental results in Fig. 6 b. 

his indicate that even though WDA overestimates the intensities 

t high momentum, it correctly captures the saturation trend and 

s a suitable method to calculate the Doppler spectra of vacancy 

lusters in tungsten. 

Since vacancy clusters in Fig. 6 a are on the dashed black line 

 N from single vacancy to V 65 , we also present the projected frac- 

ion on the D N dashed line as a function of the size of vacancy

lusters. Here the projected fraction was calculated by the follow- 

ng steps. Firstly, each point of vacancy clusters was projected on 

he D N dashed line in Fig. 6 a. Then, the projected fraction can be 

btained by calculating the distance to the single vacancy divided 

y the length of the D N dashed line. Fig. 7 shows the result. It is
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Fig. 5. Experimental and computed WDA Doppler spectra of vacancy clusters in tungsten. Two Q values, 1 and 1.6, are used. For Q = 1, ratio curves between V 15 and 

V 65 are not shown; for Q = 1.6, ratio curves between V 6 and V 65 are not shown. This is because they are almost perfectly overlapping with each other. The methodology 

used to obtain the experimental data of V 1 and V N is explained in the Appendix. The computational curves are convoluted with a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 

4.89 ×10 −3 m 0 c. 

Fig. 6. a) The computed S and W parameters calculated from Doppler spectra with WDA, Q = 1. b) The experimental S and W parameters for tungsten lattice, single vacancy 

and V N . The experimental S and W values are taken from Table 2 . The methodology used to obtain the experimental data is explained in the Appendix. In both figures, D N 
refers to the black dashed lines. 

Table 2 

The S and W parameters for the pristine sample, single vacancy (V 1 ) and that of the largest detected va- 

cancy cluster (V N ) as extracted from the DB measurements with error bars. The methodology used to obtain 

the experimental data is explained in the Appendix. 

S W 

Pristine sample or extrapolated perfect lattice 0.349 ±0.004 0.088 ± 0.005 

V 1 0.404 ± 0.006 0.056 ± 0.002 

V N 0.478 ±0.003 0.034 ± 0.001 
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learly shown that the saturation happens for more than 15 va- 

ancies. The shape of the curve is similar to the curve in Fig. 1 ,

here the saturation of lifetimes also happens near 15 vacancies. 

he results in Fig. 7 can be used to interpret experimental results 

o determine the size of vacancy clusters if the ( S, W ) points are

etween V 1 and V N . 

In this study, we have found that LDA and WDA have com- 

letely different behavior for big vacancy clusters. Therefore, we 

lso compared the positron densities obtained by both methods. 
7 
he positron density in V 65 can be viewed from the contour plot 

n Fig. 8 . Both LDA and WDA results indicate that positrons are 

rapped at the V 65 cluster. The LDA result illustrates that the cen- 

er of the vacancy cluster has the highest positron density, simi- 

arly to other calculations [ 7 , 16 ]. However, the WDA predicts a sig-

ificantly different distribution than that of LDA. The WDA results 

how that while positrons are trapped in the vacancy cluster, they 

o not tend to stay at the center. On the contrary, positrons tend 

o bind with the atoms at the inner surface of the vacancy cluster. 
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Fig. 7. Projected fraction as a function of the number of vacancies from V 1 to V 65 . 
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he positron density near the surface is higher than at the cen- 

er. As a result, a shell-like structure is shown in the WDA results. 

he WDA-calculated positron densities are expected to be more 

hysically realistic. Experimental result [51] shows that the bind- 

ng energy between positron and tungsten (111) surface is 2.81 eV. 

his indicates that positrons might bind with the inner surfaces 

f large vacancy clusters. Compared with Q = 1, a higher Q value, 

 = 1.6, would lead to stronger binding to the surface and lower 

ositron density at the center. Such stronger binding with surface 

toms might result in higher annihilation rate and higher contribu- 

ion of core electrons, which correlates better with the experimen- 

al results, as seen in the comparison of Fig. 3 b and Fig 5 a. For

 = 1.6, the higher annihilation rate means shorter positron life- 

imes. The higher contribution of core electrons means ratio curves 

ould have higher intensity at high momentum range, as shown in 

ig. 5 b. 

The breakdown of LDA in case of large vacancy clusters can 

e understood using these two if its features, 1) its complete lo- 

ality or the lack of non-local correlations important for describ- 

ng bound surface states, and 2) its built-in zero-electron-density 

imit corresponding to negative positronium ion formation (life- 

ime of 478 ps) in homogenous vacuum, which is not the phys- 

cal case in real measurements of vacancy clusters. For defect- 

ree W, monovacancy and smallest vacancy clusters the LDA is 

hysically valid. Even though the LDA lifetime appears to sat- 
Fig. 8. Contour plots of the positron density at the cr

8 
rate at a reasonable value as a function of cluster size, this 

s only coincidence and the physical mechanism behind is not 

orrect. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a systematic theoretical work com- 

ared to experimental results to study vacancy defects in tungsten. 

e demonstrate that the vacancy defect sizes can be estimated by 

ombining theoretical and experimental results. The experimental 

esults demonstrate a clear trend of the ( S, W ) points from single 

acancies to vacancy clusters V N with ( S max , W min ). We calculated 

he positron lifetimes and Doppler spectra in tungsten by both LDA 

nd WDA methods. We clearly show the respective advantages and 

isadvantages of LDA and WDA. For LDA, the calculated lifetimes 

ave good agreement with other experimental and theoretical ref- 

rences. However, when calculating the Doppler spectra, LDA can- 

ot satisfactorily reproduce the experimental evolution with the 

acancy cluster size. This is because LDA fails to correctly describe 

he electron-positron correlation potential and non-local correla- 

ions in inhomogeneous systems, such as large vacancy clusters 

nd surfaces. There is a clear “failure” point for LDA at V 15 . From 

 1 to V 15 , the calculated curves have the same trend as in experi- 

ents. When there are more than 15 vacancies, LDA fails to yield 

he correct trend. For WDA, the value of the phenomenological pa- 

ameter, the screening charge Q , is a vital component in yielding 

eliable results. Different Q values should be used for different cal- 

ulations, like Q = 1.6 for accurate positron lifetimes while Q = 1 for 

ood Doppler spectra. We show that the earlier proposed Q = 1.33 

s only applicable for lattice calculations and not for predicting 

acancy properties. The absolute agreement of the WDA Doppler 

pectra with the experimental results is not very good. But the 

rend given by WDA is in excellent agreement with the experimen- 

al results. Furthermore, WDA also predicted the binding between 

ositron and W surface, which agrees well with experimental ob- 

ervation. Based on these findings, we conclude that it is important 

o select an appropriate method for the property one is interested 

n predicting, and that for experimental ( S, W ) Doppler broadening 

haracterization of vacancy clusters in tungsten, WDA is a more 

ppropriate choice than LDA. This may well prove to be true also 

n other metallic materials. 
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Fig. 10. The averaged DB spectrum from 6 to 25 keV for the largest vacancy clus- 

ter V N and single vacancy V 1 in comparison with that of pristine one obtained for 

25 keV slow positron. The windows for line-shape parameters S an W are also illus- 

trated. The V 1 and V N curves are from Ref. [48] and Ref. [52] , respectively. 
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ppendix. Detailed experimental results 

Pristine and damaged tungsten samples were characterized us- 

ng PAS. Fig. 9 a shows the normalized positron lifetime spectra 

btained from pulsed and conventional spectrometer for a 3 He- 

amaged sample containing 98% V and a pristine one, respec- 
1 

ig. 9. a) PALS spectrum of one pristine sample obtained from the conventional measu

easurement and ∼75% annihilations occurs in the samples) in comparison with confirm

unction of the incident energy for one pristine sample extracted from SPB-DB measurem

9 
ively. Fig. 9 b exhibits the low momentum parameter S as a func- 

ion of the positron incident energy E, S ( E ) of the pristine tungsten

ample measured using Slow Positron Beam Doppler Broadening 

SPB-DB). The S ( E ) and W ( E ) curves of the 3 He-damaged sample

an be found in [48] . 

Fig. 10 illustrates the DB spectra of two damaged tungsten sam- 

les in which the annihilation characteristics were identified in 

revious works [ 48 , 52 ] as V 1 and vacancy clusters V N and the pris-

ine sample corresponding to Fig. 9 b which has the lattice charac- 

eristics. 

The positron lifetime measurement in pristine samples were 

arried out with classical fast positron ‘sandwich’ configuration 

hich penetrates at most 50 μm in tungsten as calculated with 

he reported equation by Dryzek et al. [53] .. Only one life- 

ime component was extracted in pristine samples at about 

03.8 ±0.3 ps, a similar value to that reported ones [ 54 , 55 ]. That

ndicates a quite low defect concentration in the pristine samples 

 Fig. 9 a). 
rement (with an order of magnitude higher background noise that Pulsed beam 

ed single vacancy V 1 one acquired from pulsed beam and b) the parameter S as a 

ents. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100004543
http://dx.doi.org/10.13039/501100002341
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Fig. 9 b shows the low momentum annihilation fraction S as 

 function of positron energy E in pristine tungsten samples. It 

hould be pointed out that the W ( E ) curve is the reverse of the

 ( E ) and consequently it is not shown in Fig. 9 . S decreases slowly

and W respectively increases) while the positron energy increases. 

t indicates that a considerable fraction of positrons diffuses back 

o the surface. The S ( E ) and W ( E ) curves were fitted using the

EPFIT program considering only one homogeneous layer that can 

e considered as the bulk of the sample. The annihilation char- 

cteristics S and W in the bulk are respectively S = 0.355 ±0.003 

nd W = 0.096 ±0.0 0 03. If we normalize these values to com- 

are them with our previous results already published, we ob- 

ain S norm = 0.367 ±0.003 and W norm = 0.085 ±0.001.These values 

re very close to the ones determined for positron annihilation in 

he tungsten lattice [48] . The effective diffusion length in the bulk 

s 131 ± 5 nm . This value is within the range reported in the liter-

ture (between 80 and 140 nm) [56] for intrinsic diffusion length 

f positrons in polycrystalline tungsten with a purity of 99.95%.wt. 

t confirms that the defect concentration in the pristine sample is 

ery low and that the sample can be considered as perfect lattice 

or positron spectroscopy as concluded from PALS results. Thus, in 

he measured positron energy range (from 0.5 to 25 keV), the an- 

ihilation occurs both in the perfect lattice and at the surface of 

he sample with a fraction of annihilation at the surface which de- 

reases while positron energy increases and that becomes the low- 

st at the highest energy of 25 keV. 

So we can express S ( E ) as follows 

 ( E ) = f sur f ( E ) × S sur f + f L ( E ) × S L , (8) 

here f sur f (E) and f L (E) are respectively the fractions of positrons 

nnihilated at the surface and in the lattice and S sur f and S L the 

ositron annihilation characteristics of surface and lattice, respec- 

ively. Moreover, because all positrons annihilate at the end, we 

an also write that 

f sur f ( E ) + f L ( E ) = 1 . (9) 

o the fraction of positrons annihilated at the surface for the high- 

st energy (25 keV) can be estimated at 17% in contrast to the value

btained for the lowest one (2 keV) which reaches 97%. It means 

hat there is still a low contribution of positron annihilation at 

he surface in the DB spectrum measured at 25 keV and that of 

 keV could be considered as surface contribution. Then, we could 

xtract the DB L spectrum of tungsten lattice, via the following 

xpression: 

B ( 25 keV ) = f sur f ( 25 keV ) × DB ( 2 keV ) + f L ( 25 keV ) × D B L . 

(10) 

his spectrum will be considered as the momentum distribution of 

 
+ - e − annihilated pairs which is the closest of the perfect lattice 

ne and is plotted in Fig. 10 . 

Lhuillier et al. Debelle et al. [ 48 , 8 ] employed SPB-DB spec-

roscopy and demonstrated that the concentration of the 3 He- 

nduced vacancy-type defects in tungsten saturated at room 

emperature, once the fluence reaches about 5 ×10 16 cm 
−2 

. The 

ature of induced defects was identified by PALS using PLEPS set- 

p. One lifetime component of 200 ps with an intensity of 98% 

as extracted by the POSFIT program, (the lifetime spectrum is re- 

orted in Fig. 9 a. This lifetime value has been compared to the cal- 

ulated [ 15 , 16 , 57 ] and experimental ones [ 47 , 58 , 59 ] and attributed

o annihilation at single vacancy. The right side of the Doppler 

roadening spectrum reported in Fig. 10 as representing the single 

acancy annihilation state is an average of several ones measured 

n the energy range from 6 to 25 keV, between which the value 

(E) and W(E) exhibit a plateau and this range includes the one as 

or the PALS measurement (14 keV). 
10 
In our previous works [52] , we employed slow positron beam 

oppler Broadening spectroscopy (SPB-DB) to investigate the 

adiation-induced vacancy-type defects in the self-irradiated poly- 

rystalline tungsten slabs. The irradiations were carried out at low 

emperature ( −185 K) with an energy of 20 MeV and a fluence of 

bout 3.7 ×10 14 cm 
−2 . According to the Kinchin-Pease (K-P) for- 

alism of the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM [60] ) 

rogram using a displacement threshold energy E d = 55.3 eV for 

ungsten [61] , the damage dose corresponds to 1 dpa for giving flu- 

nce in the probed depth of the SPB-DB spectroscopy ( ∼700 nm). 

fter irradiations, the self-irradiated samples were isochronally an- 

ealed from 150 to 1400 °C during 1 h, the evolution of vacancy- 
ype defects was monitored by SPB-DB measurement for each an- 

ealing temperatures [52] . When annealing temperature increases 

rom 150 to 450 °C, between which the migration of the single va- 

ancies was confirmed [8] , the single vacancies migrate and prob- 

bly meet and coalesce each other or integrate in small clusters 

eading to a growth up of the mean clusters’ size. Practically, the 

alue of the S increases and W decreases until 500 °C signifying 
he agglomeration of the single vacancies and small clusters. The 

 and W parameters do not evolve for the temperatures ranging 

rom 550 to 850 °C. From 900 to 1400 °C, with increasing temper- 

ture, the S decreases and W increases and tend the S-W values of 

he pristine sample [52] . These results indicate a saturation of the 

efects with some specific values ( S max , W min ) between 500 and 

50 °C. At over 900 °C, the recovery mechanism initiates, a similar 

rocess was observed by Ferroni et al. [62] in self-irradiated tung- 

ten. These ( S max , W min ) values probably correspond to the largest 

lusters detectable in our SPB-DB experiments performed in tung- 

ten (see Ref. [10] ). 

Fig. 10 shows also the average of the right side of the DB spec- 

rum obtained in the self-irradiated sample (1 dpa) after sequential 

h-annealing until 550 °C for the positron energy spanning from 8 

o 25 keV, between which the value S ( E ) and W ( E ) exhibit a plateau

 52 , 56 ]. 

As expected, the momentum distribution of annihilated pairs 

s clearly narrower for vacancy defects in comparison with perfect 

attice and for vacancy clusters V N in comparison with single va- 

ancy V 1 . 

In the following, contrary to what is done classically, the S and 

 values are extracted from only the right side of the DB spec- 

rum. Because of the Compton effect, the background is higher at 

eft side of a classic experimental DB spectrum. Although this ef- 

ect was considered when removing the background, the right side 

f the DB spectrum is the most proper to compare to the theoreti- 

al momentum distributions. Table 2 summarizes the S and W val- 

es extracted from the right-side of the DB spectra as illustrated in 

ig. 10 , of pristine sample (close to perfect lattice spectrum), single 

acancy (V 1 ) and the largest vacancy cluster (V N ). 
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